
S U N S T O N E  

A N  O L I V E  L E A F  
". . . pluckedfmm the n e e  of Paradise, the Lord's message of peace to us." 

(See History of the Church 1 :316 and D&C 88.) 

SCRIPTURE, IDEAS, AND GOD 

W H. Chamberlin was a popular philosophy professor at criminating and looking for the concrete reality, the vital 
Brigham Young University during the early part of this thing, the grains of wheat among the supporting 
century. He was involved in the infamous controversy leaves. The supporting leaves, once so necessary 
over the teaching of biblical higher criticism and to the growth of the wheat, become chaff, and 
evolution, which led to the dismissals and resig- there is danger that the wheat may be con- 
nations of several B W  professors, including W fused with the chaff and cast away with it. 
H. S brother Ralph. Afew years after the con- These Scriptures may express numerous 
troversy, when the university discontinued ideas and hopes now believed to be false. 
most of his philosophy classes, W H. also re- But even so, without these false notions of 
signed. This excerpt on the teachings in the God and human life, better ones could 
Bible is takenfrom Life and Philosophy of not possibly have been developed. The 
W H. Chamberlin by Ralph Chamberlin false must be transformed into the truer 
(Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press, 1925, and while the process of transformation 
179-181). was going on, the energies that were 

manifest in the false ideas and acts 

I N HIS EFFORTS TO CREATE A would be becoming able to put forth, 
civilization for man, God is limited like an embryonic growth, new ideas 
as is the teacher. In inspiring the in- and acts. Only through the death of the 

sights of men use must always be made old life, now become from being what 
of the ideas of men. These ideas, though was once as a nourishing and protecting 
ephemeral, must be used to further a fun- set of leaves or perhaps a hard shell and a 
damental interest or attitude, if this attitude prickly rind, mere refuse, could the new 
is to be nourished at all. If one is anxious to and better life be created. With all their false 
train others in a belief that God is the creator notions, to those who have characters which 
of the world he will have to use the Hebrew or admit of their seeing the good attitudes these 
Greek idea of the world in one age, or the com- Scriptures are believed to reveal, as through a glass 
monly accepted Copernican idea of the world in this arkly, the character or will of God and the highest in- 
age. Now all of these ideas are, from the point of view we are terests of men. The moral and religious ideas developed in the 
taking, false; and yet through them men have in different ages lives of the Jewish people have entered as the vital and all-per- 
had established in their lives the same vital and fundamental vading elements into the civilization that is being worked out 
belief that God is the creator of the world. Granting that God by and for men. 
can influence the interests of men, He must in doing so make But these Scriptures express ideas chiefly, and but partial 
use of the ideas of men, ideas always different in different ages. ideas of the character of God, and the nature of man's fullest 
His aim must be, like that of the teacher, to establish funda- interests. Ideas, however, are but a source of the life overtly 
mental attitudes rather than the truth of the passing ideas used lived, a nourisher and a means of the fullest living. God could 
by Him. He must even use one set of ideas at one time, and an- reveal his character and the nature of the most satisfactory 
other set at another time, all of which may be false in the sense living only through a human life fundamentally like His own. 
that they could not be used successfully now, to awaken the It is commonly believed by the most civilized peoples of the 
same vital attitude. present time that God has made the most perfect revelation of 

Then any one in seeking to know God's will, either immedi- these through the life of the Great Teacher, the Man of Galilee. 
ately or through the Scriptures in which men have written And Jesus himself taught that he came to reveal God's char- 
down their own impressions of His will, must always be dis- acter and man's fullest life. B 
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